
The non-existent journalists guide to Pakistan. 
 
Dear Editor,  
 
I take a strong exception to Mr.Nadeem Paracha’s article “The non-existent tourist’s guide to 
Pakistan”, Dawn 13th July. I would like to lodge a protest against it through these columns. I fail 
to understand why so many Pakistani journalists and writers keep on flooding the press with 
article which degrade their own country in which they live, earn a living and carry on with their 
lives the way they want it. I am sure that the writer is living in a fine house and making good 
money on whatever livelihood he maintains.  
 
I know our unfortunate country is besieged by mountains of problems which we all face 
everyday, in every sphere of life, I know it is very painful for all of us, but why belittle our 
beautiful country which has one of most beautiful tourist spots in the world. Our writer should be 
thankful for having a life in Pakistan. I know the amenities and systems would have been better 
if he was living in any other city in the world but how about some humility and objectivity. 
Criticize, in a constructive way, take punch at the systems, the Army (our recent scapegoat), the 
Feudalism, the Tribalism, the corrupt public servants etc. etc., but why insult Pakistan. Take a 
jab at the systems, its parasites and our ineptness in general but please leave “Pakistan” alone. 
 
I cannot resist presenting a humble analogy on this situation. If you live in a house, which has 
faulty plumbing and has smelly leaking problems, if you have electrical wiring all messed up and 
a danger of burn up, broken widows, torn curtains, slippery floor, peeling plaster, creaky fallen 
door shutters, leaking roof… well almost unlivable a house, but still I would like to call it my 
house, I would make an effort to try and fix it, in whatever capacity I can…. But I would never 
kick more dirt into my house. No matter how bad it is, it is my Home. 
 
No matter how poor and troubled my country is, no matter how bad it gets (because of some of 
its inhabitants) it is still MY COUNTRY, MY HOME, MY PAKISTAN, I have a long list of 
complaints but I still love it here.  
 
Hey tourists out there, did you know that Multan is one the oldest city in the world?  
Shouldn’t we be proud of that! Very few, but people still come to Pakistan, yes, even in these 
testing times. 
 
 
Danish Azar Zuby  
 
13th July, 2008 
 
 
 


